Help watch the Vote in the NH Primary for Ron Paul -- and for everybody else!

We are devoted to an honest and TRANSPARENT count for all candidates and all voters. We have chosen to picture Ron Paul as an example of the kind of candidate who needs you to protect the vote. We all witnessed how the major TV networks, and the nationally syndicated radio talk shows suppressed coverage recently of Paul’s incredible $6.2 million internet fundraising day on Dec 16th, 2007, -- the largest single fundraising day in history for a Presidential Candidate. Alert Americans are concerned that news suppression by the powerful might be followed by attempted vote suppression (vote theft) by the powerful. (See HBO documentary, Hacking Democracy; VoteFraud.org; BlackBoxVoting.org; TheLandesReport.com; the book: Votescam: The Stealing of America by Jim & Ken Collier; The Right to Count -- and -- Uncounted, both documentaries; the book, Hacked!; and: YouTube.com/ JimConditJr) Note: LibertyBroadcastNetwork.org is NOT connected to the Ron Paul Campaign, or any of the Presidential campaigns.

The Text of our Radio ad follows in Italics -- Commentary in normal print.

New Hampshire has the best primary system in the United States. About 40% of the polling places hand count the ballots in public.

. . . because about 40% of the 300+ precincts still count paper ballots, by hand, at closing time, before citizen witnesses. Richmond, NH, one such example, counts ballots essentially as our Forefathers did: locally, and in the open.

But about 60% of the polling places process the ballots on an optical scanner Diebold computer. The New Hampshire towns which use Diebold Accuvote computers to process ballots are listed on the Secretary of State’s website at this link: http://www.sos.nh.gov/voting%20machines2006.htm

“. . . Scientists prove Diebold computers easily rigged and totally unreliable in elections . . .” Los Angeles Times, 7/28/07

“ . . . computer experts . . . found several ways to change the vote totals by breaking the codes to Diebold Election Systems . . . the New York Times reported Saturday.”

United Press International 7/28/07

The HBO Documentary, Hacking Democracy, shows an actual hacking of a Diebold computer in Leon County, Florida.

In August, 2007, California Secretary of State Debra Bowen decertified Diebold Accuvote systems by name.

The problem with the computer counted cities is the ballots are [almost always] HIDDEN from the people on election day.

The way voting computers are made to work, including Accuvote, is this: voters mark a paper ballot (so far so good), feed the ballot into a machine which eats it (bad), after which the ballots are not seen by the public for several weeks in the case of a recount (very bad), or never thereafter seen by the public (very, very bad) if there is no recount!

The reason we inserted “almost always” in the text above, is that New Hampshire law is superior to all other state laws: the local town leaders have the option to take the ballots out of the Accuvote computer as the polls close -- and count the paper ballots in public for all to see (very good!).

We are urging the cities using computers to ALSO count the paper ballots in public at closing time, just like the rest of New Hampshire is doing. – That way, if it’s a close election, NO ONE will have any doubts about the results.

The Supreme Court has ruled twice, once in 1964 and once in 1915, that our right to vote consists of two parts: a) the right to cast a ballot; b) the right to know that an effective ballot, i.e., counted accurately. Any jurisdiction which prevents citizen-witnesses from seeing a hand count BEFORE the ballots are locked away, is violating the citizen’s right to know that his or her vote was counted effectively. Many computer errors during elections have been caught and reversed. How many have not been caught? (See Black Box Voting, ch. 2 and appendix 2; see the MIT/Caltech Voting Technology report, 2004)

For example, if Ron Paul wins in the hand counted cities, would it make sense if he lost Big in the computer counted cities?

This would go for any and every candidate, of course, but for the reasons stated at the beginning of this newspaper ad, we decided to use GOP Presidential candidate Ron Paul as an example.

See our Watch the Vote ½ page ad Sunday in the Manchester Union Leader. (You’re looking at it!)

– Please become a correspondent and help us report the results LIVE on the internet on primary night. Go to LibertyBroadcastNetwork.org.

Paid for by Liberty Broadcast Network Committee, Walter Reddy, Chairman, PO Box 883, Nashua, NH 03061.

Hear results reported live on Ron Paul Revolution Radio (RPRradio.com) & RonPaulFreedomMessage.com

IF YOU DON’T HAVE TIME TO READ THIS AD, just read this:

LibertyBroadcastNetwork.org has set up a system whereby you can become a correspondent, observe the count at one of NH’s 300+ precincts, and report what you see directly to the internet. At a hand counted precinct, observe the count and call the results to the designated at-home representative listed, who will upload the results to the internet; if you have a laptop, upload the results yourself. We hereby call on all towns using the Accuvote computers to pass an emergency resolution to ALSO count the paper ballots by hand in public immediately after each polling place closes. If any town does not do this, correspondents should ask the town leaders, preferably on videotape, why they are insisting on hiding the ballots from the people on primary day.